The modernist avant-garde of Man Ray, Rene Clair, Hans Richter, Louis Delluc, Jean Vigo, Alberto Cavalcanti, Luis Bufiuel, Sergei Eisenstein, Dziga Vertov, and the Russian constructivists, among others, exceeded the terms of this binary opposition of affirmation and contestation centered on the bourgeois-democratic state. It proposed alternative subjects and subjectivities until the consolidation of socialist realism, the rise of fascism and Stalinism, the necessities of exile, and the exigencies of the Great Depression depleted its resources. From the vantage point of the avant-garde, the state and issues of citizenship were obscured by questions of perception and consciousness, aesthetics and ethics, behavior and the unconscious, actions and desire. These questions were more challenging imperatives than those that preoccupied the custodians of state power. giant all by himself: "The burgeoning of the documentary mode resulted largely from the efforts of Scottish-born John Grierson."8 As Grierson himself puts it, "There is money for films which will make box-office profits, and there is money for films which will create propaganda results. These only. They are the strict limits within which cinema has had to develop and will continue to develop."' Documentary film form thus brings to life the cinema's unfulfilled propagandistic (or oratorical) potential. Put differently, this origin myth begs the question. If photography and film possessed the capacity to document from the outset, why must we wait three decades after the beginnings of cinema for an actual documentary film movement to appear? Is this not necessarily a decisive historical act rather than a natural evolutionary progression?1'
The Story of Origins and a Question of Models
The alternative history presented here stresses how the appearance of documentary film involves conditions peculiar to the moment of its inception after World War I rather than its purported ancestry. Wellestablished elements of cinema are brought into play. In fact, of the four elements that contribute to the formation of a documentary film wave only one had been in place since 1895: the capacity of cinema to record visible phenomena with great fidelity. To this capacity, we must add three more contemporaneous elements: (1) the gradual elaboration of narrative codes and conventions distinct to cinema (1905) (1906) (1907) (1908) (1909) (1910) (1911) (1912) (1913) (1914) (1915) ) that allow any film to utilize a storytelling structure capable of inspiring belief in its representational gestures, largely through a stress on vivid characters, linear actions, and the cinematic organization of time and space via continuity, parallel, and point-of-view editing; (2) the least acknowledged element: a wide array of modernist, avant-garde filmmaking practices that flourish throughout the 1920s; and (3) a range of rhetorical, persuasive strategies that provide a distinct form of viewer engagement.
None of these elements alone leads to the appearance of documentary film. Each leads elsewhere as well. Rather than tracing a line of descent for documentary, it will be more profitable to describe each element briefly and to indicate how it came to contribute to the appearance of a documentary film form in the period between the wars.
Photographic Realism
Like scientific documentation, the "cinema of attractions," described by Tom Gunning as the prevalent pre-1906 mode of representation, relies on the authenticating effect of camera optics and photographic emul- sions to generate images that bear a precise set of relations to that which they represent. Both scientific evidence and carnival-like attractions exhibit noteworthy aspects of the world with indexical precision. Such images readily serve as documents, but not documentaries.'3 In science, they offer proofs or record phenomena beyond what the eye can see. As "attractions," they solicit "spectator attention, inciting visual curiosity, and supplying pleasure through an exciting spectacle-a unique event, whether fictional or documentary, that is of interest in itself" (fig. 1 ).14 Unfettered from narrative structure or scientific analysis, a cinema of attractions is a form of excitation, exhibitionism, or spectacle. It engenders an effect comparable to the effect of reality TV shows such as Cops or Survivor, namely, "Isn't this amazing!"'5 We witness strange, violent, dangerous, or catastrophic events but receive only minimal analysis of them. A program on ABC in January 2000 entitled, "Out of Control People" provided a latter-day Mondo Cane-like catalogue of soccer rioting, college student rampages, prison uprisings, and other examples of its own title with small snippets of commentary from "experts" who make reference to mob behavior and group psychology. The intent of the program was clearly sensationalistic far more than it was educational. The sensationalism gained immeasurably from the use of "documentary" images of actual events.
As the surrealists were eager to demonstrate, the language of sensationalism could also readily insinuate itself into the protocols of science. Lisa Cartwright has carried this insight into the belly of scientific experimentation to chronicle the misuses of documentary images in work that purports to follow scientific procedure but detours toward issues of mor- Tajima 
